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Bacterial cellulose (BC) and poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) hydrogels are both considered as biocompatible
materials with potential use in various biomedical applications including cartilage, cardiovascular stent, and soft tissue engineering.
In this work, the “ever-wet” process based on in situ UV radical polymerization of HEMA monomer in BC nanofibrous structure
impregnated with HEMA was used, and a series of BC-PHEMA composites was prepared. The composite structures were
characterized by ATR FT-IR spectroscopy, WAXD, SEM, and TEM techniques. The strategy of using densified BC material of
various cellulose fiber contents was applied to improvemechanical properties.Themechanical properties were tested under tensile,
dynamic shear, and relaxation modes. The final composites contained 1 to 20wt% of BC; the effect of the reinforcement degree on
morphology, swelling capacity, and mechanical properties was investigated. The biocompatibility test of BC-PHEMA composites
was performed using mouse mesenchymal stem cells.

1. Introduction

Bacterial cellulose (BC) has gained considerable attention in
recent years because of its unique structure and properties.
BC is produced by bacteria Gluconacetobacter xylinus in
the form of tree-dimensional network of nanosized fibrils
(fiber diameter 20–100 nm). The remarkable features of BC,
which set it apart from common plant cellulose, are the very
high purity, high crystallinity (80–90%), high water holding
capacity (99% water), and good mechanical stability [1, 2].
Moreover, the possibility of direct control of the biosynthesis
process in terms of final structure and shape together with
inherent biocompatibility and nontoxicity of BC makes this
biopolymer a promising candidate for various biomedical
applications such as wound dressings, artificial skin, scaffolds
for tissue engineering, and soft tissue replacement [3–9].

A number of researchers focused on preparation of
mechanically enhanced BC composites [10] as the scaffolds

fabricated directly frompure BC showmechanical anisotropy
with a high tensile modulus (𝐸 = 2.9MPa) along the fib-
ril layer direction but a low compression modulus (𝐸 =
0.007MPa) perpendicular to the stratified direction [11]. BC
composites have been prepared by addition of reinforcing
agents during the BC biosynthesis (e.g., using silica [12],
titania [13], or silver [14] nanoparticles as fillers), by blend-
ing of BC with various polymers (e.g., with chitosan [15],
polyvinyl alcohol [16, 17], or acrylic resin [18]) or by in situ
polymerization of monomers within the BC network (e.g.,
(meth)acrylates [19–23] or (meth)acrylamides [24–26]).

In our previous work [21] we have demonstrated a suc-
cessful preparation of various BC-methacrylate composites
by UV radical crosslinking polymerization of monomer/
crosslinker mixtures by the “ever-wet” process by impreg-
nating the BC nanofibrous structures with the monomers
(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, glycerol monomethacrylate,
and/or 2-ethoxyethyl methacrylate). We have shown that the
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final properties of the composites, especially the swelling and
mechanical properties, can be adjusted in a relatively wide
range of values. The properties of such composites were con-
trolled by the chemical composition of the hydrogel matrix
(i.e., by monomer ratio, crosslink density, or diluent concen-
tration) while keeping the BC content at the level of 1 wt%.
Other authors [19, 27, 28] studied BC composites of different
BC content and showed that mechanical improvement can
be achieved, so that these densified BC scaffolds almost
approached the mechanical requirements of the native tissue.

The objective of this work was the preparation of
mechanically enhanced BC-methacrylate composites, where
the final properties will be mainly adjusted by the degree
of reinforcement, that is, by the BC content in composites.
As a suitable monomer for hydrogel matrix, 2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate (HEMA) was chosen because HEMA hydro-
gels are nontoxic and biocompatible with longtime and
widespread use in the biomedical applications such as contact
lenses, intraocular lenses, or implants for tissue engineering
[29]. Therefore, combined with BC the high attractiveness
in the field of biomaterials is ensured. The high-modulus
and strength composites described here are considered for
candidates for cartilage, stent, and certain wound-dressing
materials. The PHEMA-based ointment has been commer-
cialized (HEMAGEL�) as a successful wound-healing and
eczema-healing material [30].

The BC-PHEMA composites studied here were prepared
by UV radical polymerization using “ever-wet” process. The
amount of water present in the BC sheets was adjusted
mechanically, and water was subsequently replaced by the
monomer mixture. In this way, the BC/PHEMA ratio in
the composite was controlled. The composite materials were
characterized by swelling; morphology; mechanical proper-
ties in tensile, shear, and relaxation modes; biocompatibility.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Materials. 2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate
(HEMA) (RoehmGmbH), ethylene dimethacrylate (EDMA)
(Aldrich), and Darocur� 1173 (2-hydroxy-2-methylpropio-
phenone) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Czech Republic)
and used as received. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4)
was prepared from tablets (Sigma-Aldrich, Czech Republic).
Cell culture Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM)
and AlamarBlue Assay were purchased from ThermoFisher
Scientific (Czech Republic), 24-well plates fromTPP (Techno
Plat Product, iBioTech, Czech Republic), and biopsy punch
Stiefel from Servoprax (Wesel, Germany). Mouse mesenchy-
mal stem cells were kindly provided by Dr. Jendelova
(Institute of Experimental Medicine AS CR, Prague, Czech
Republic).

2.2. Preparation of BC. A corn steep liquor medium was
used for cultivation of precultures and bacterial cellulose
production as described elsewhere [31]. Precultures of A.
xylinum subsp. sucrofermentans, BRP2001, trade number 700
178�, purchased from the American Type Culture Collection
(LGC Promochem AB, Borås, Sweden), were prepared as
described by Bodin and coworkers [31]. Bacteria preculture

suspension (2.5ml, cell density 3.7–10 cfu/ml) was added to
each glass bioreactor, and reactors were then put into an
incubator at 30∘C and cultivated for 7 days. Fermented BC
sheets were removed from bioreactors and purified using
0.1M NaOH at 60∘C and then rinsed with distilled water.

The BC sheets of the original cellulose content of 1 wt%
were compressed to obtain BC material with increased
cellulose content of 5, 10, and 20wt%, using the protocol
described elsewhere [9].

2.3. Preparation of BC-PHEMAComposites. TheBC-PHEMA
composites were prepared by crosslinking radical polymer-
ization of mixture impregnated into the BC nanofibrous
network.We followed the methods described in our previous
work [21].Thepolymerizationmixture consisted ofmonomer
(HEMA), crosslinker (EDMA, 0.7 wt% relative tomonomer),
UV initiator (Darocur, 0.5 wt% relative to monomer), and
diluent (water). The water present in BC sheet was included
into the overall calculation of diluent amount to keep the
monomer/diluent (HEMA/water) ratio constant at 60/40.

BC sheets in the form of discs 8 cm in diameter were
immersed into the polymerization mixtures, bubbled with
nitrogen for 10min, and left for 24 h at room temperature
under shaking to allow the liquid interchange. To obtain
samples with defined BC content, the sheets were examined
gravimetrically; the excess of monomermixture was expelled
to obtain the same sheet weight as before immersion.

The sheets were placed on a glass plate and confined
with a silicone rubber frame of 1.0mm thickness, covered
with a polypropylene plate, and firmly closed with screw
clamps into the mold. The polymerization was carried out by
illumination with a UV lamp ReptiGlo 8.0 (60W) for 20min.
The obtained composites were washed in distilled water for
five days (water was changed twice per day) to acquire an
equilibrium swollen state. During the swelling, unreacted
residues present in samples after the polymerization were
washed out. The washing efficiency was checked by UV
spectroscopy.The values of absorbance of the aqueous extract
after 5 days were below the detection limit.The neat PHEMA
hydrogelmatrixwas prepared under the samepolymerization
conditions as the BC-PHEMA composites.

2.4. Characterization of BC-PHEMA Composites. The equi-
libriumwater content (EWC)was determined usingweighing
method. Specimens (1 × 1 cm approx.) were cut from each
equilibrium swollen material at room temperature. Excess
surface liquid was gently blotted with tissue paper, and the
samples were weighed (𝑚sw), then dried in free air at room
temperature for 1 day, and finally dried under vacuum at
elevated temperature (30 Pa at 100∘C) to constant weight
(𝑚dry).TheEWC is defined as EWC = 100×(𝑚sw−𝑚dry)/𝑚sw.
The resulting EWC is expressed as the average of at least six
values (three values of at least two independently prepared
materials of the same composition)± standard deviation (𝑛 =
6).

ATR FT-IR spectra were measured on a Perkin-Elmer
PARAGON 1000PC spectrometer equipped with Specac
MKII Golden Gate Single Reflection ATR System with
diamond crystal (angle of incidence 45∘). Wide-angle X-ray
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Figure 1: Schematic sketch of cut specimens and the direction of applied mechanical stresses in (a) static tensile and (b) dynamic shear
measurements.

diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained using high resolu-
tion diffractometer Explorer (GNR Analytical Instruments,
Italy). Instrument was equipped with one-dimensional sili-
con strip detector Mythen 1K (Dectris, Switzerland). Samples
were measured in reflection mode. The radiation CuK𝛼
(wavelength 𝜆 = 1.54 Å) monochromatized by Ni foil (𝛽
filter) was used for diffraction. The measurement was done
in range 2𝜃 = 8–30∘ with step 0.1∘. Exposure time at each
step was 10 seconds. Peak deconvolution procedure was
made using the SASfit software [32]. The peak positions
were employed to obtain periodicities and distinguish various
phases according to Bragg’s law, 𝑑 = 𝜆/2 sin 𝜃, where 𝜆 is the
X-ray wavelength and 2𝜃 is the scattering angle.

2.5. Morphology. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was
carried out with a SEM microscope Quanta 200 FEG (FEI,
Czech Republic). Samples in dry state were fractured in
liquid nitrogen (in order to avoid plastic deformations during
fracture) perpendicularly to the stratified structure of BC.The
fractured surfaces were sputtered with 4 nm thin platinum
layer (vacuum sputter coater SCD 050, Leica). Samples were
observed in the SEM microscope using secondary electrons
detector either at medium accelerating voltage of 15 kV in
low-vacuum (80 Pa) or at low accelerating voltage of 5 kV in
high vacuum (10−3 Pa).

Transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) wasmade with
a TEM microscope Tecnai G2 Spirit (FEI, Czech Republic).
The ultrathin sections (40 nm) of the investigated samples
were cut with ultramicrotome (Ultrotome III, LKB) at room
temperature. The sections were transferred to the TEM
microscope and observed at 120 kV using bright field imag-
ing.

2.6. Mechanical Properties. The uniaxial extension test was
done using the Instron 5800 with a crosshead speed of
10mm/min until failure. The dumbbell-shaped samples of
width of 2mm and thickness of 1mm (ISO527-2/5B) were
measured in their water-swollen state at room temperature.

The tests were carried out in the direction parallel to the strat-
ifiedBC layers embedded in the hydrogelmatrix (Figure 1(a)).
The standard deviations of tensile strength (𝜎𝑏), elongation at
break (𝜀𝑏), and Young modulus (𝐸) average were below 10%.

The dynamic mechanical properties were character-
ized using the oscillation-shear rheometer Gemini HR
Nano (Malvern/Bohlin) and the plate-plate geometry. The
cylindrical-shaped samples (12.7mm in diameter) were fixed
between two parallel metal plates and measured in their
equilibrium swollen state in water using a solvent chamber
at 25∘C. The shear was introduced in the direction parallel
to the stratified BC layers embedded in the hydrogel matrix
(Figure 1(b)).The shearmoduli (𝐺 and𝐺) were determined
in the frequency range 0.01–100Hz. The measurements were
done in the experimentally determined linear-viscoelastic
limit of deformations below 0.05% strain.

The relaxation measurements were performed in both
tensile and shear modes. The equilibrium swollen samples
were strained to 0.05% and held for 3 h (shearmeasurements)
or to 5% and held for 10min (tensile measurements).

2.7. Biocompatibility Test. For biocompatibility test, equilib-
rium water-swollen samples were cut by biopsy punch 4mm
in diameter, and cut discs were sterilized under UV light
for 30min. Mouse mesenchymal stem cells (rMSCs) were
resuspended in fresh DMEM and seeded in the 24-well
plates at a density of 5 × 104 cells/well. The insert (porosity
0.45mm, translucent PET membrane, Becton Dickenson,
Czech Republic) with sample disc in 0.5ml of media was
added above the cells. The cells were cultivated for 72 h.
The evaluation of growth and viability of cells was done by
AlamarBlue Assay. The insert with sample was discarded,
and AlamarBlue reagent was added to the medium with cells
and incubated for 4 h at 37∘C.The viable/metabolically active
cells reduced the active component of AlamarBlue reagent
resazurin to resorufin, whose fluorescence was detected
in a plate reader Synergy Neo (BioTek, Czech Republic)
using excitation at 570 nm and emission at 60 nm. The
fluorescence intensity directly correlates with the number of
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Table 1: Specification and equilibrium swelling of BC-PHEMA composites.

Material code BC content [wt%] Equilibrium water content [%]
Initiala Finalb EWC-1c EWC-2d

M - - 40.6 ± 0.1 40.7 ± 0.1
C1 1 2 40.0 ± 0.3 40.1 ± 0.2
C5 5 8 39.8 ± 0.3 39.7 ± 0.3
C10 10 16 39.9 ± 0.6 39.8 ± 0.5
C20 20 30 39.5 ± 0.1 39.6 ± 0.3
aBC content in the initial water-swollen BC; bBC content in composite in dry state; cEWC determined after preparation of composite prior to drying; dEWC
determined after drying of composite and its reswelling in water.

growing/viable cells. The acquired fluorescence was recal-
culated using a calibration curve to determine absolute
number of viable cells under the sample. For calibration
curve, 24-well plates were seeded with various numbers
of cells, and the fluorescence of metabolized component
resorufin was measured. Then, the cells were washed with
PBS and incubated in 0.2mL of trypsin solution (0.05%
trypsin, 0.5mM EDTA in PBS) at 37∘C for 5–10min. The
trypsin was deactivated by addition of 0.2ml of media. The
cells were pipetted out from the well, transferred into the
Eppendorf vial, and centrifuged for 3 minutes at 1200 rpm
at room temperature. The deactivated trypsin solution was
then aspirated, and the pellet fraction (composed of cell and
gel debris) was resuspended in 30𝜇L of the PBS. The Bürker
chamber was used to determine the number of cells per
1mL of solution. To determine the number of viable cells,
the 0.2% Trypan blue and lethal dyes were added in a 1 : 1
ratio.The numbers of viable cells were added to graph against
fluorescent intensities, which gave us calibration curve and
equation for the calculation of cell number growing under
the insert with samples adequate to their fluorescent intensity.
Each sample was conducted in triplicate, and the average
values and their standard deviations were calculated.

The morphologies of cell growth under the insert with
the samples and cell growth without sample (control) were
visualized after 72 h of growth using theOlympusmicroscope
equipped with camera Infinity 2 and FV10-ASW viewer
software (Olympus, Japan). The images were evaluated using
Quick photo 3.0 software.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Preparation of BC-PHEMA Composites. In our previous
study [21], we demonstrated that by the combination of
hydrophilic and hydrophobic monomers, it was possible to
obtain composites having properties in awide range of values.
To achieve high level of compressionmodulus (6–8MPa) and
strength, addition of hydrophobic monomer (2-ethoxyethyl
methacrylate) to hydrophilic major monomer was necessary.
However, low swelling (2% of water) renders biomedical
application of such composite material difficult. Using softer
gels (e.g., based on HEMA monomer), an acceptable com-
promise between mechanical properties and swelling can be
achieved. Here, we show that much stronger BC composites

of a wide application range can be obtained by varying the
BC content in the PHEMA matrix. As starting materials, BC
gels with 99, 95, 90, and 80% of water were used (see Table 1,
column “BC Content Initial”). If water present initially in the
BC is completely replaced by the polymerizationmixture, the
BC content in the dry composite ranged from2 to 30wt% (see
Table 1, column “BC Content Final”).

The character of the samples is shown at Figure 2. The
BC-PHEMA composites were considerably more translucent
than the pure BC, but still slightly opaque compared to neat
PHEMA hydrogel matrix.

Figure 3 shows the ATR-IR spectra of pure BC, PHEMA
matrix, and BC-PHEMA composites of various BC contents.
The successful polymerization of HEMA monomer impreg-
nated into the nanofibrous BC structure was confirmed by
the appearance of peaks typical for methacrylate polymers
at around 1720 cm−1 (carbonyl ester group), 1456 cm−1, and
750 cm−1 (CH2 group) and absence of the peak at 1630
attributed to the monomer. Comparing the spectra of com-
posites, the intensity of peaks corresponding to PHEMA
decreased with increased BC content. The presence of BC
is demonstrated by the appearance of the peak at 1110 cm−1
corresponding to -C-O-C- vibration within the glucose ring
which is evident in the spectra of both BC and composites.
Finally, in all spectra the characteristic O-H group stretching
peaks at 3350 cm−1 were detected as a contribution of both
PHEMA and BC component.

The crystallinity character of the materials was examined
by XRD, and the diffractograms are shown in Figure 4. For
pure BC the main diffraction peaks are apparent at 2𝜃 14.5,
16.7, and 22.6∘, while PHEMAmatrix (M) is characterized by
a broad peak centered at around 2𝜃 18.5∘ as typical for fully
amorphous material. All BC-PHEMA composites exhibit the
diffraction profiles very similar to that of pure BC regardless
on BC content (therefore, only data for composites C5 and
C10 are presented).

The equilibrium water content (EWC) of all prepared
materials is given in Table 1. Only a slight decrease in swelling
is observed when comparing hydrogel matrix (M) and com-
posite materials (marked as C with number corresponding
to initial BC content). The EWC of composites are nearly
the same with no obvious dependence on the BC content.
Presumably, PHEMA matrix is a major determinant of the
final EWC of the composites materials, irrespectively of the
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Figure 2: Photographs of water-swollen BC (90% H
2
O) (a), PHEMA hydrogel matrix swollen in water (b), BC-PHEMA composite C10 in

dry (c) and swollen state (d).

BC content in the matrix. The composites as well as PHEMA
matrix swelled reversibly after drying; compare the EWC-
1 and EWC-2 values in Table 1. The formation of PHEMA
matrix within BC nanofibrous network prevents the collapse
of the BC structure and provides thematerials with repeatable
ability to swell. This is a favorable feature of the material
enabling the storage of composites in the dry form to ensure
easier sterility.

3.2. Morphology. The morphology of BC-PHEMA compos-
ites was examined by SEM. Figures 5(a)–5(c) illustrate the
structure of the composites varying in BC content. The
micrographs show darker PHEMA matrix background with
light BC nanofibers protruding to the surface. There are
no apparent fibers in the structure, but only white dots
distributed in the hydrogel matrix, whose number increases
with the increasing BC content in the matrix. To prove
that the “light dots” represent the BC fibers, we specially
prepared hybrid sample of a two-layer structure.TheBC sheet
swollen in the polymerization mixture was polymerized “in
air” contrary to the standard preparation of the composite

which is carried out in closed mold. Oxygen present in
polymerization mixture acts as an inhibitor of the radical
polymerization and causes that polymerization not to be
complete in the surface layer, and therefore no compact
hydrogel matrix is formed as in the inner layers of the
composites. The structure of such a sample is shown in
Figure 5(d); the lower part of the image represents a surface
layer of the sample with the partially preserved BC fiber
structure and the upper part of the image shows the structure
of the inner layer. This is consistent with the structures of the
composites C5–C20. It can be concluded that the light dots
really do represent BC fibers, where individual BC nanofibers
are well wrapped by the PHEMAand are uniformly dispersed
in compact hydrogel matrix.The homogenous distribution of
the BC fibers within the hydrogel matrix without noticeable
aggregates formation is also clearly seen in TEM images of
sample cross-section showing lighter PHEMA matrix with
darker spots or fibers of BC (Figure 6).The results obtained by
the morphological analysis confirm successful impregnation
of BC nanofibrous network by HEMA monomer and in
particular the excellent compatibility between the BC and
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Figure 3: IR spectra of BC, PHEMA hydrogel matrix (M), and CB-
PHEMA composites (C1, C5, C10, and C20).

PHEMAmatrix with strong interfacial adhesion arising from
the presence of hydroxyl groups in both materials.

3.3. Mechanical Properties

Static Tensile Properties. Measurements in uniaxial tension
were performed for PHEMA hydrogel matrix M and BC-
PHEMA composite C10 (Figure 7). The shapes of both
curves are characteristic for viscoelastic materials that do not
exhibit linear stress/strain behavior at low deformations. The
difference in stress (Young modulus) is enormous (see the
insert in Figure 7).

The mechanical parameters are presented in Table 2
together with those for pure BC [11]. The introduction of
BC fibers improved the strength and stiffness of PHEMA
and BC significantly. Taking the composite C10, the tensile
strength increased by a factor of 80 and 10, respectively,
compared to hydrogel matrix and BC; for Young modulus,
𝐸, the factors were 120 and 40, respectively. The elongation
at break decreased only by a factor of 2 compared to the
hydrogel matrix and was even slightly higher than that of
the parent BC. Such improvement in mechanical properties
for hydrogel composites is not associated with a change in
swelling, because EWC values are practically the same com-
pared with PHEMA matrix (see Table 1). The considerable
reinforcement by incorporation of BC into PHEMAmatrix is
apparently caused by good wetting of BC fibers with HEMA
and their good adhesion to the matrix. The strength and
modulus are almost of an order of magnitude better than that
for interpenetrating polymer networks or fiber-reinforced
hydrogels [33], but the latter contain much more water. The
compact structure with good interfacial adhesion between
matrix and BC fibers was also proved by electronmicroscopy.

Table 2: Mechanical properties of hydrogels.

Material code
Extension Oscillatory shearc

𝜎𝑏 𝜀𝑏 𝐸 𝐺 𝐺

(MPa) (%) (MPa) (kPa) (kPa)
BC 2.2a 21.0a 2.9a 0.63 0.07
M 0.3 51.4 1.0 117 16
C1 8.7 38.7 15.2 510 70
C10 25.3 25.5 120 1450 187
ligament 38.6b 17.0b 332b

aValues of tensile properties for pure BC taken from [11]. bValues of tensile
properties for natural ligament taken from [25]. cModuli values at 1 Hz.

2 (∘)  

BC

M

C5

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

C10

Figure 4: X-ray diffractograms of BC, PHEMA hydrogel matrix
(M), and CB-PHEMA composites (C1, C5, C10, and C20).

The values of tensile properties of composite C10 approach
the values for natural ligament [25] (Table 2). It can be
concluded that the composite C10 mimics well the structure
of the ligament; that is, both materials are composed of a soft
hydrated matrix reinforced by filaments.

DynamicMechanical Properties. Dynamicmechanical behav-
ior can be characterized by storage modulus (𝐺) which is
associated with the elastic energy stored in the material and
loss modulus (𝐺) which describes the viscous behavior and
is associated with the dissipation of the energy caused by
structural rearrangements within the material.

Oscillatory shear measurements of equilibrium water-
swollen hydrogel materials offer frequency dependences of
𝐺 and 𝐺 (Figures 8 and 9). A slight increase in 𝐺 with
frequency was observed for both the PHEMA matrix M and
composites C1 and C10. The increase in 𝐺 with frequency
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Figure 5: SEMmicrographs of the fracture surface of dry BC-PHEMA composites with various BC contents: (a) composite C5, (b) composite
C10, and (c) composite C20 (for the codes, see Table 1). (d) SEM micrograph of the composite with two-layer structure.

1 m

(a)

1 m

(b)

Figure 6: TEMmicrographs of the fracture surface of dry BC-PHEMA composites (a) C5 and (b) C10 (for the codes, see Table 1).
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M (black line, right 𝑦 axis) and BC-PHEMA composite C10 (grey
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Figure 8: Frequency dependence of the storage moduli 𝐺 for
PHEMA matrix M (symbol ◼), BC-PHEMA composite C1 (symbol
), and C10 (symbol e).

implies the rubbery-like behavior of the materials (Figure 9).
Similarly to tensile measurements, improvement of 𝐺 by
BC reinforcement is evident (Table 2); the increase in 𝐺
(factor 12) is lower than the increase in 𝐸 (factor 120). This
difference can be explained by the fact that oscillatory shear
measurements are limited to small strains where the matrix
is still disoriented, whereas in the (nonoscillatory) extension
mode the chains can get oriented aided by the adhesion to
nanofibers. The losses (𝐺) are relatively low and the ratio
𝐺/𝐺 (loss-angle tangent) is almost the same.

Relaxation Properties Measurements. Since most natural soft
tissues are of viscoelastic nature, the time-dependent prop-
erties of the designed material are very important. The
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Figure 9: Frequency dependence of the lossmoduli𝐺 for PHEMA
matrix M (symbol ◼), BC-PHEMA composite C1 (symbol ), and
C10 (symbol e).
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Figure 10: Change in relative residual shear relaxation stress over
the time period of 3 h for pure BC, PHEMA matrix M, and BC-
PHEMA composite C10.

stress relaxation measurements were performed for pure BC,
PHEMAmatrixM, and the composite C10. An instantaneous
oscillatory deformation in shear was applied and the time
dependence of the stress required for maintaining that
deformation was recorded.

Very low deformations (0.05%) were applied. For
PHEMA hydrogel matrix almost no decrease in stress over
the time was recorded (Figure 10), and the material showed
almost ideal rubbery network behavior with immediate
response to the applied deformation. On the other hand,
a pronounced time-dependent relaxation behavior of both
parent BC and composites was observed. BC relaxed much
faster and to the lower final stress (20% of residual stress)
compared to composite C10 (45% of residual stress). Such
a behavior suggests that even small mechanical loading
causes the structural rearrangements (reorientation of
BC nanofibers). These rearrangements take place much
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shear deformation for BC-PHEMA composite C10.

easier in neat BC scaffold than in the composite material
where the fibers are anchored in a hydrogel matrix. This
interpretation was also supported by the results obtained
from relaxation measurements under tensile deformation as
shown in Figure 11. Comparing the relaxation response of
BC-PHEMA composite under tensile and shear deformation,
the tensile relaxation proceeds faster and to a lower residual
stress (Figure 12). The observed viscoelastic behavior of
BC-PHEMA composites can be considered similar to
those of other composite natural tissues such as ligament,
tendon, or cartilage [34, 35]. It would be interesting to
strain the composite in extension or compression during
the process of network formation (irradiation), so as to
reorient continuously the fibers and chains and to fix by
crosslinking the reoriented structure. This may lead to
further enhancement of mechanical properties.

3.4. Biocompatibility. The nontoxicity of BC and PHEMA
hydrogel is known, nevertheless we performed the biocom-
patibility test with our BC-PHEMA composites using rMSCs.
The behavior of these cells is an important indicator in terms
of tissue engineering because they can be differentiated into a
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Figure 13: Number of viable rMSCs after 72 h of growth on BC-
PHEMA composites determined by cell viability AlamarBlue Assay.

variety of cell types, including osteocytes, adipocytes, or also
chondrocytes.

We determined the number of growing/viable cells after
72 hunder theBC, PHEMAmatrixM, andBC-PHEMAcom-
posites incubatedwith the cells in the inserts.The influence of
the sample presence on cell growing compared to the control
test (without insert and any sample) is shown in Figure 13.
It is apparent that the differences in number of viable
cells between the samples and control as well as between
the materials are not significant. Further, we observed the
morphology of growing cells, and the microscopy images are
shown in Figure 14. It can be concluded that the BC-PHEMA
composites regardless of the composition did not influence
the morphology and proliferation of the rMSCs.

4. Conclusions

Composite hydrogels based on poly(2-hydroxyethyl metha-
crylate) (PHEMA) matrix and bacterial cellulose nanofibers
(BC) were successfully prepared by in situ UV radical
polymerization of HEMA monomer impregnated into wet
BC nanofibrous structure. The final properties of com-
posites were tuned by varying the BC content ranging
from 1 to 20wt% relative to swollen composite. The SEM
images confirmed complete and uniform distribution of BC
nanofibers in the hydrogel matrix. A significant improve-
ment in mechanical properties was achieved. Comparing
the PHEMA matrix and BC with the composite containing
10wt% of BC, the tensile strength increased by factors of
80 and 10, respectively, and Young modulus by factors of
120 and 40, respectively. By varying the composition of
BC-PHEMA composites, the mechanical properties can be
adjusted to achieve the mechanical requirements of soft and
semisoft native tissues. Biocompatibility tests demonstrated
that BC-PHEMA composites are nontoxic providing a favor-
able environment for rMSCs proliferation. Therefore, our
composites can be seen as promising for application in the
tissue engineering area, particularly in tissue replacement and
wound healing.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 14: Light microscopy images of morphology of growing rMSCs at 72 h after seeding in the presence of (a) BC, (b) PHEMA matrix,
and BC-PHEMA composites (c) C5, (d) C10, and (e) C20. Image (f) represents a controlling cell growth. Scale bar 100 𝜇m is the same for all
images.
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